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Q1: What do you associate
with the world “recycle”?

Q2: Do you believe in
reincarnation?

Q3: What do you recycle?

Sam Clarke

A1: There’s something really radical about recycling! When so much of our re-source is wasted, to find use for the
goodness in what remains is an angelic gesture. I think of the truly amazing women & men I see in NYC that spend
their days collecting mountains of our discarded plastics, often saving them from the trash just to make ends meet.
That’s the real work.
A2: I don’t believe in religious reincarnation, but certainly that our essence per-petuates through our interactions, and
that our ideas form infinite links that outlast our finite flesh. I can already imagine my body decomposing into the
storied American soil from which it was raised, to then turn into nutrients for a more tolerant generation to grow from.
A3: My work has a lot to do with recycling! Like objects, images take on a life that lasts much longer than they’re
intended. They wind up weathered on side-walks, defaced on walls, burned into our brains in mere seconds without
much thought given. Seeing images living outside of their context can be like seeing them for the first time.
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A2: I actually believe that a part of Auguste Rodin’s soul was reincarnated into Robert Mapple-thorpe. So, in an artistic
and creative way: yes!
A3: I only recycle old clothes and turning it in pyjamas hahahahahahaha, but after I just recycle bottles and plastic
stuff so...

A1: Recycling to me is putting a different spin on something that has already existed.
A2: I believe that the spirit can live on in the afterlife and can take a new shape or form.
A3: I recycle imagery, objects and fashions. Reinventing and reusing the old is something I practice in a daily basis.
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Q3: What do you recycle?

A1: I think a lot about the pursuit in arts to make or discover something “new.” For me i don’t know if there’s a ton of New
New out there - but there is this recurring body of themes blanketed vy the term “the human condition” that always
need to be re-explored to for the current ethos - what does Compas-sion look like in 2017? What does a beautiful
portrait mean today? What me-diums are important and speak to the time? The pursuit of “new” is a noble one, but
its just as important to recycle these age old questions in a modern way.
A2: I believe in a cosmic energy and a supportive universe. And i believe in love and art.
A3: I use all my paper scraps to make my todo lists - i used to use my receipts too.
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Thanks to:

A1: Margiela FW 2010-2011, because it’s all about «misappropriation”. He’s appropriating some old and inelegant
materials, turning it into avant-garde gowns. Just to give a new definition of what haute-couture is and should be.
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Contributors:
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Staff:

A1: Growing pains...it’s worth it.

A2: I want to believeeeee. I try to keep in mind that everything is in order whether you understand it or not. But I think
reincarnation is such a comforting thought.
A3: My thoughts and my props :)
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Without you this issue wouldn’t have come together!
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I would like to inform you that I am resigning from my position as Editor-in-Chief for Recens Paper, effective from September 20th 2017.
This is the last issue I make as a minor, and in order to rescue the project’s core; that it’s a platform created by and for the kids, I have the
need to go. People grow up, people get older, and in order for something to stay young, the people behind it must be young too. I have
come to the conclusion that I simply no longer will be suitable for the position. My time has exceeded. I refuse to occupy or claim my title
for egoistic desires, and I’ll tell you why; it’s already enough of the people who would. That is why I want to resign. I want my departure to
be a gesture making a mark of the importance of redeeming a looping creative scene, of recycling creative forces. Hopefully this statement
embarks a movement. Maybe we will now see the veterans publicly announce their resignation from the fashion world? This is a reformation.
In this last issue, I want to honour the cycle Recens suggests through its themes. Starting from issue one «identify», then «explore», «observe»,
«invent», «share» and «document», this cycle draws the line of the essence in coming of age. Inherently this cycle can be repeated, and
naturally this issue is titled «recycle». I now declare the cycle has ended.
Let me start over. This issue, our seventh, is the last chapter of our project. «Recycle» is a theme I believe we all can relate to. It’s about
re-using, reminiscing and referring to the past – and recycling it into a meaningful form for the contemporary. Rethinking, rewriting and
reacting at the time being. Putting a new spin on something that already exists. The issue we have put together resorts to Recens’ signature
visual experimentation design-wise, and is recruited by and for young people content-wise. It represents recycling as in returning, revising or
referencing. It resembles material across mediums and revisions the traditional creative practices. We are aiming to retrieve the unabashed
originality of youth, reclaim the once-creative ideals of both fashion and art publications, and recapture genuine, burgeoning and global
youth talent.
In retrospect, there was a lack of youth driven media platform taking young people seriously four
years ago. A lot has happened since then. In just four years Recens has become renowned for

Letter
of
Resignation

Recens Paper is a celebration of youth culture generated by youth culture, and that is how it has always been. It is a powerful vehicle
bringing together expressions from all around the world, as a growing network of creative youth practicing their art independently. We
are providing a platform to bring their creative narrative into the newsstands. This today is commonplace, but when we first started, it was
unprecedented that youth would have impact in the global cultural conversation. We have watched the creative landscape shifting into
idolising us, youth and seeing youth culture and its perpetual «coolness», and sometimes even exploiting us for commercial interests. Grey
haired having realised that young people fuel the raptorial markets. They swallow youth with corporate intentions, write us blank checks,
and hope to become relevant again. I feel like all people at the helm of projects today in the cultural sector are a) not acknowledging
their irrelevance, b) not justifying their position, and c) feeling that they haven’t had enough yet. Power for the sake of power; for the sake
of glory or notoriety – a fear of losing their already lost authenticity. They feel that their moment hasn’t arrived yet. It’s something about
understanding that the moment never even existed, that it’s everyone’s moment. Understanding the importance of recycling the creative
landscape. So how can we get rid of you?

providing insight from the inside of the youth culture. Thank you for the support and the
opportunities that I have received the last four years. It’s been a true adventure. Recens will forever
be my brainchild, but a mother and a child need to separate for the child to grow. And when finally
talking about what forever makes Recens Recens, the name’s origin, «to rise freshly» reminds us
that the mission is to offer space for fresh ideas. Now is a transition. My position will reincarnate
into a different form. And into what will Recens recycle? Perhaps into something fresher, into
another form, or even be replaced. An era is ending when Recens as we know it hits the streets one
last time.

The End >>>
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Text: Matias Kiil

>But with being creator comes great responsibility

>If you can paint

>obligated to consider creations necessity/relevance

>Anon couldn’t

>Be Artist

>A critical moment

>Drawing a blank

>Anon overthinking

>Reached the point he no longer believes in ideas

>Thinking about public again
>How public is more relatable

>His ideas

>Remembering first anecdote

>If it was matching the outfit

>But still value other’s ideas

>Much about life in a broad sense

>Like coincidental feeling

>Swallow them whole

>About continuity community

>When walking down the street

>Without chewing

>And recycling

>and realize that the car driving past looks just like you

>His teeth lost purpose

>Best of all it was true

>Peculiar synchronicity

>Afraid his tongue will suffer same fate

>Best described as “AH” and then followed by a “Hehe”

>Used to have ideas shooting

>Going for a walk

>from left and right

>Observing surroundings

>Mind was heavy traffic

>Observe and report

>Admired painters ability to construct beauty from blank canvas

>Have hard time interacting with public sculptures

>Admired sculptors ability to manifest heavy matter

>Assuming there’s pee on everything

>out of solid material

>Back in studio

>Amazed by thought shaped into object

>Feeling lighter ready to tackle heavy subjects

>or two dimensional things

>With piece of paper

>from thin air

>Drawing a blank
>Very complex process

>Valued those moments
>Those moments where nothing

>Ideas haunting

>turned to something

>Notebook full of ghosts

>demonstrating

>No longer flooded with ideas

>a special sort of energy

>But want one good one

>Almost like objects floating free as atoms

>Need to paint a clear picture

>Then
>Realized/Conceived/Blown into reality
>In big collision
>A real moment

>Thinking about something De Kooning once said: “I don’t think
painters have particularly good ideas”
>Anon disagrees
>Thinks painting is already a good idea
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Text: Kristine Utne Stiberg

Grandma has two toothbrushes in the toothbrush cup.
One is hers, the other one was her boyfriend’s, who died
before he was supposed to.
How do I clean a waffle iron?
Why do we sound ugly when we cry? I wish we sang.
Heterosexual men will never experience having another
person inside them.
Clothes are not comfortable, bodies are. So I’d rather
wear you. «Neither Naked nor Dressed.»
I picture a French scene with a French balcony and a
woman entering, wearing a panty with a French opening.
When you were going to masturbate but ended up
crying.
Sometimes it’s enough to just grab your tit and feel how
everything’s not that fucking square.
People with four different dogs…
I remember watching the episode of «Foster’s Home
for Imaginary Friends»; where all the toilet paper are put
on the holder the wrong way - and Mr. Herriman has a
nervous breakdown – thinking: «But this makes the softest
side of the paper meet the butthole..!»
Two things people constantly do: forget and die.
10

My most beloved belongings are things that have
belonged to others, my body included.
Here you have my unshaved openness.
For humans it’s just about owning stuff and fucking, and
talking about who owns what and fucks who.
God is not a man. God has butt hair and a pussy.
Those seconds where you only remember your own
awakening, there is peace. Then comes consciousness
as a guerrilla army.
It’s only shit boys here and even though you’re shit too,
I guess it’s with boys as with poop; you think your own
smells nice.
I don’t know if it was the answer or the question that
came out wrong when I asked if he was a virgin and he
said no.
All these girls are so shaved. All these boys are so
disconnected.
Is it me or the world that quivers?
When you just held my vagina.
Yesterday I looked like a funeral, today I look like a bouncy
castle.
Grandma’s most used expletive is «Gubba Noa!»
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In this issue, we
youth talent
influences and
past – and recycling
form for the
Re-interpreting,
re-purposing for

have interviewed
actively taking
references from the
it into a meaningful
contemporary.
re-perceiving and
the time being.

Once I had watched the film “She Sails” by Ámalía Irons I immediately wanted to know more about who
this person was. I watched everything that was on her Vimeo, /amaliairons, and little by little, a world that
I knew but had never seen so visually compelling before unfolded.

on a screens distance. Absolutely, a performance

frame. Basically though, I just wanted the intention

does very effectively tell a story. My performance

characters? Imagining a location? Finding a

to be very clear.

will not exclude film.

location?
I begin with a concept that usually invokes a deity.

What is your main focus when you’re working
with a film? Do you think an audible dialogue would

This deity is then channeled into the characters.

The explanation on my Vimeo answers this

From there, I set up a story that creates a visual

question in depth. Gender is a social construct

It’s hard to translate a single focus through all of

interpretation contextualizing this concept.

and those that are trying to dismantle it are of

my work for each film has its own separate purpose.

chain what you’re trying to express with your work?

At this point I am able to consider the proper

higher intelligence. Every person is navigating their

I experience affirmations whilst developing each

location, which is usually serendipitously

relationship to their gender. It becomes problematic

piece in which solidify the intention, and leave room

manifested. My choice of format is all dependent

when it is done unconsciously.

for expansion. That being said though, creating

on my resources, which tend to be limited due to

You’re using deities as basis for your characters,

a significant safe space vastly encompasses

my financial state, but I have found immense luck

and through doing so, you’re recreating them into

everything I make. What I mean by this is ultimately,

through my loved ones. This is a simplified version

the context of modern cinematography. Were

creating a collective consciousness in the space in

of how the majority of my films are made, but they

you able to identify with these at once as they

which I am filming, then conveying - [and] hopefully

are not limited to this process.

appeared in your life?

expanding - this certain psyche eventually to an

The most recent film I am working on happened

I find that I am able to serendipitously identify

audience. So, an audible dialogue could definitely

completely backwards in fact, I started by filming a

deities as they empower my own personal space

chain together my expression, but is not central to

portion of it without any idea of what it would be,

usually when I am questioning dominance. As

what I am doing currently. Ultimately, right now I

then over time the story presented itself.

you’ve been asking specifically about Navigation to

feel more inclined to expand the diegetic sound

I also have many concepts for slightly larger scale

Amalgamation I should inform you that depictions

in my films.			

and informative films I will eventually create that

of transgender deities outlive the western hegemony

will not be done through this process. Though my

completely.

What do you associate with mute characters in
film? What does that symbolize to you? Especially

heart has recently been pushing me deeper into

How relevant has deities been as inspiration

performance as I see such great importance on

for you in exploring what is queer? As well as

Mute characters communicate solely through

creating physical spaces not limited to the shape

inspiration for developing non-binary characters

their actions, which I find to be very effective

of a screen, but incorporating the mesmerizing

in your film?

in telling a short story. Also, not including the

quality of such.
What do you associate to deity? What attracts
you to it?
Deity’s are divine formations of manifested magic
within this realm. This intuitive ambiguity is often

in the context of your own work, not only in general.

I do not see deities as conduits for expressing

characters’ voices seem to perpetuate an enigmatic

human identity. I am not searching for what is queer

quality leaving a more meditative space for the

as in my personal experience being queer is innate.

viewer. Mostly though, the nature of using analog

What combinations or correlations do you try

film is silent, and because I primarily do all the

to merge together in your work?

work in my films it is just - as of now, due to my

suppressed by humanity. I have always been

A combination of visual opulence with integral

resources - more effective to handle sound only in

amorously fueled by the mysteries of existence and

sounds of splendor. Because screens, the illuminated

post. So, my use of mute characters is more out of

the power of manifestation, it has truly brought me

square ultimately, are so accessible currently [to

my own current necessity, my love of sounds only

to my medium of creation. Perhaps my inclination

the point] it is becoming seemingly more primitive

empowering this format as music has the ability to

is gene patterning, as I was birthed from a line of

and less captivating to the naked eye. Thus, I

envelop ambiguous space in a very complementary

Greek matriarchs.

would like to incorporate my own performance

way. Possibly on a subconscious level perhaps

The only film you’ve got an elaborate description

into the display of my work, adding natural shapes

though I am using mute characters to process my

to publicly on Vimeo is your film, Navigation to

relieving the screens primal dissonance. I will create

own trauma by finding loud vibrance contrarily in

Amalgamation. In some ways, it gave a feeling

a tangible element in which my body is the vessel

realms where voices cease to exist, a paradoxical

of an outtake in your personal notes. Can you

in an immersive safe space.

thought far from truth/current reality.

explain the need to complement that work in
particular with text?
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What are your thoughts behind the film, and
what is your relationship to what it explores?

How much would you say the storytelling of
film rely on the distance the screen entails? Can

Text: Felicia Granath

and I hand digitized the 16mm film myself frame by

Photo: Sophie Appel

Where do you start when working on a new
project? Do you start out with writing the

amalia irons

Has the reason why you’re in film changed from
when you first started and now?

I am glad to hear you viewed it that way, as it

you tell a story in the same manner as on screen,

Not at all, I initially began making films because

slightly is. I put a lot of time, space, and energy

but through a performance in a physical space?

of what a creatively inclusive medium it is, my

into the piece. When I initially shared it, I did my

Each person has their own individual stories to

awareness of what that means has only expanded.

first self-choreographed performance under its

all experiences, whether intimate or distant, so I

projection. All the “effects” were done in camera,

am not sure if storytelling itself is actually reliant
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From the imaginary world of a child’s play to acting, editing, styling and creative directing, Antonio Delgado
is the creative spirit if ever there was one. I would say “keep an eye out for him in the future”, but I doubt
you’ll have to look hard to find him.

Well, actually I have recently arrived in Madrid,

that character for days. I used to internalise each

the meaning of “Timeless”. What would you say

where I think there is a good art scene, so this is

character so much that I forgot to be me, until one

the film is about?

when I started to move. I think the eternal problem

of those days, being Andy from Toy Story, I was fed

I think we could understand it as a journey

is the internationalization of what is produced in

up of waiting for my toys to answer me, and I got

through time, through teen relationships, how all

Spain, but still there are a lot of creatives from

so angry. I think my parents tried to explain, and I

the changes we experienced in those years affect

different areas producing very interesting works

remember them telling me that films are illusions,

us and build our adult personality. It is the vision of

that are succeeding in other countries. This has

and that if I wanted my toys to answer me that

maturity in three stages, 16, 19 and 22 years old, of

not happened for years, so I think we are finally

badly, they would. And so, they did.

a gang of friends who at first are very similar and

taking off in this regard. Also, I think that step by

gradually starts distancing their ways, their tastes

step the scene is emerging from an underground

If so, why?

and their expectations of life. I think it teaches us

[scene] to being more open to the public, but

Yes, it’s something I would not mind at all. I feel

not to be afraid of changes and to understand the

without losing its essence. In my case, in October

comfortable with it, it’s actually like playing as

nature of relationships, that everything does not

I presented my first project, entirely produced by

in my childhood, but getting paid for it. I cannot

have to be timeless.

me and I am very excited. I’m producing a fanzine,

stop dreaming that in future I will make a sequel
of The Goonies!
What is your relationship to the film “Timeless”?
How did you come to act in it?
I knew the director for a long time, and we really

When I watched “Timeless” I interpreted parts

Expulsados (Expelled, in Spanish), with profiles of

of it as being very sexually open. Has the film

expelled boys and girls from schools. It’s composed

received any feedback concerning this? In your

of photographs of these teens and the reports of

experience, is there a tolerance in Spain for sexual

the school about the motives of the expulsions. I

discovery outside conventional ideals?

cannot wait to see them printed!

wanted to work together. When he wrote Timeless,

I have not received any negative feedback on

he remembered me and he called me. It was a yes

that, but it is true that before shooting, there was a

at the very first moment. I really like the work of Leo

fear for how these more sexually open parts would

Adef for its teen and gay themes, it’s something

be perceived in other countries.

very present in my life.

Are you interested in working another position in
film, like directing? 		
Of course! And not only in film, but in many other
areas! As I told you before, I’m now creating a very

- In Spain, there is still a lot to do, but I think we

personal project that includes photography, styling

In “Timeless” your character doesn’t speak.

are certainly on the top of social acceptance and

and creative direction. I’d like to direct a fashion

When playing such a character, do you still name

above all, the law is also supporting every kind of

campaign both through video and photography,

them, think about where they come from et cetera?

love. In the last decade great strides have been

and keep on developing myself as a graphic

And if so, does this contribute to the way you

taken and we should not relax. I believe that our

designer, maybe designing clothes or accessories...

play them?

role is also to fight for freedom in other places

I want to develop my potential and create stories

where this question is censored. The goal is to this

in many fields... I don’t know, everything that

question sound weird in a near future.

stimulates my creativity is welcome, and every

Yes, absolutely. I always think about the character
in a complete way. I think about his past and his
hypothetical future, and that allows me to know
the kind of present I have to perform.
You, the actors, all seem to be very comfortable

Some people think of Spain as a country with a

challenge makes me learn a lot of things!

dominant male culture and strict gender norms,

What is style to you?		

do you agree?

It’s the personal stamp of everyone, a message

together which I would think is important to the

Although I believe that in Spain, we have a good

that accompanies your personality although it

way your characters are supposed to interact.

acceptance of new ideas or forms of love and

doesn’t necessarily have to be the only reflection

What was the filming process like? How did you

expression. [But] if I observe the older generations,

of it. It can be an alter ego, but it has to always

handle a scene? Was there a lot of preparation

I see a clear dominance of the male and sexist

be something you feel comfortable with and also

or was it more improvisational?

figures. Women continue to have lower salaries for

understand it as a part of yourself.

I already knew some of my Timeless colleagues, so

the same job, expose themselves every day to the

it was easy to prepare with them. The director gave

impunity of acts that have come to be considered

a context of the characters to each of us, and before

normal, forced to follow established social roles for

each scene he introduced the action. The rest

many generations, and a long etcetera that allow

came through our improvisation and interaction.

the male figure to remain dominant. But I do not

For me, the role of Alex was quite simple because

think that it is a problem of Spain, but of the vast

it reminded me a lot of my own story. [Of] how a

majority of countries.

typical small-town boy grows up and realizes his

What is it like to be an artist in Spain? Can you

sexuality, his true style, tastes and interests, and

find an art scene where you are? If so, is it more

Text: Liv LeMayne

underground than open to the public?

There is a lot of room for the viewer to interpret

Is acting something you want to continue with?
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begins enjoying it while gaining self-confidence.

When I was a kid, I used to dress up and play

Photo: Angel Corral

How did you start acting?		

antonio delgado
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Igor Pjörrt’s intimate photographs reveal «teenage lust, anxiety and innocence» as described in an interview
by Hunger Magazine. We talked to the London based photographer about his early works, his current work
and about recycling «in order to move on.»

Tumblr and Instagram to showcase your work, how

photos portrayed life at home with my mother

I definitely like to play around with the accessibility

morning and take pictures of myself around the

of my work. Instagram is appealing as a platform

house. Being alone with my nakedness and my

because it doesn’t have a sharing feature and

camera helped me reclaim ownership over my

whatever you upload isn’t going to be exactly hi-

own body and clear the shame I’d been taught to

resolution, making it less desirable as a potential

feel about my sexuality - about having one at all.

repost. In turn, Tumblr is interesting in that it can

What does your photographs reflect, what would

launch an image into an infinity of contexts. Right

you say is the main theme?
I think intimacy is at the bottom of everything
I do. In my head I am often devising a particular

now I am more curious about isolating my work
physically through printing and exploring all the
possibilities this enables.

kind of somber and desolate universe where

Is there anything that you think photography

I am completely alone with the person I’m

is able to harness when attempting to document

photographing. And hopefully the image mirrors

youth culture that other mediums fail to do?

that emotional world. I guess it all comes down

Something worth thinking about is the immediate

to creating a safe space where we are equal and

nature of it. I think that, contrary to other mediums,

I am not just dissecting someone through their

when facing a camera people imagine this singular

vulnerability. Capturing what people have opened

photo of themselves in their head, so even in the

up to share with you feels like handling something

digital age we are telling ourselves there’s only one

very fragile that you can only so much caress before

chance for our essence to be captured. The result

it becomes a portrait of yourself. I’m more interested

of this is a natural inclination to appear honest.

in the idea of unification.

Maybe this authenticity has been especially true

How personal are your works? Do you have an
idea or a way of thinking that you try to recycle
into the majority of your works?
My work is permeated with visions that I can
no longer remember not having and I dare say
all the small traumas I’ve sustained but never
acknowledged as such until today. It’s the only way
I’ve known to communicate this deep unspeakable
feeling. If this is not reflected on an image - if I
can’t successfully exorcise it - the photo doesn’t

with young people because they’re more likely to
be uninhibited.
How would you describe our generation?
Sensitive and illuminated.
This issue is essentially about recycling. What
do you relate to the word «recycle»?
Recycling is embracing the past in order to move
on.
How crucial is it to value creativity in today’s
society?

mean anything to me. It’s something I’m trying

Our value as artists starts with ourselves by setting

to perfect everyday for the sake of clarity and of

a price to our labor, time and creativity. All these

being in touch with myself. I’m looking for answers

people commissioning creatives and offering no

in between recurring elements. Water, electric plugs,

pay know that if we don’t take it someone else will.

the colour red, sunlight,… I find myself revisiting

It’s easy to feel flattered when you’re young and

them over and over again.

someone has noticed your work but there’s really

Do you shoot analogue or digital?

nothing appealing about putting energy into a

Both. I love working with medium format but the

project where you’re essentially being told from

small digital camera I started with has an almost

the beginning that you’re replaceable. Everyone

secretive quality to it. Much of it is sentimental value.

should be unafraid of asking about pay, even (or

What’s your favourite part of the process of

especially) when you already know the answer is no.

photography?
Printing, if I do get to that stage. If not, colour
manipulation.
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highly do you regard the tangibility of photos?

and my younger sister. I would often stay up until

As a user of cameras to create photos and a

Hopeful is the best thing you can be.

Text: Elise By Olsen

prevalent user of social media platforms such as

I got a camera for my 17th birthday. My first

Photo: Private

How did you find photography?

igor Pjorrt

Only like this can the overwhelming normalisation
of free creative labor come to an end.
What advice would you give a young upcoming
artist?
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Inès Manai is by profession a photographer of documentary and fashion. We took the opportunity to see
through her observations on subjects ranging from the Tunisian crisis or finding your voice amongst a
horde; a storyteller of what it is like growing up in mesh of cultures.

excited about the fact that I could talk to them

After the publication of the article, a lot of

What is it about fashion that intrigues you?

about the evolution of the country and their

Tunisians were so proud and so empowered that

How do you incorporate it in your life other than

feelings about that change. When I went there,

Vogue accepted and wanted to give a new vision

through your lens?

I saw that the city was damaged and that the

of them to testify about the “post-Arab Spring”. I felt

I don’t incorporate fashion so much in my life. I

Tunisian people were concerned about the future

that my work has a reason, a sense, a statement. I

consider it more as a tool and I enjoy it as a cultural

and especially for their children. They are in a big

can feel that I take part in making Tunisians prouder

subject and art. [However], I’m intrigued by fashion

economic crisis because the country’s own funds

and that I’ve empowered them. Chanel or Dior

through photography because it’s a big showcase

were robbed several times. Everybody wants to

don’t have a value like this.

where I can experiment with all the things I want.

leave the country.

There’re literally no rules.

It’s quite sad because the tourism was a big part

How personal are your works? Do you try to carry
a message you want your viewers to see?

Fashion runways are the best example. When I’m

of their economy, and after several terrorist attacks,

This series represent a lot for me. It gives me the

covering a show, I consider that I’m there to “capte”

hardly anybody wants to go there anymore. The

opportunity to make people see what Tunisia is

an instant, an attitude, a movement. The moment

Tunisians are trying to move on and to keep working

really made of. With this series of portraits, I want

when the model, the clothes, the set and the light

hard to compensate the crisis, but it’s getting harder

to give a true and honest report of Tunisia that no

are perfectly united and perfectly translated by

and harder.

other media or no one else has showed before!

my gaze, by the vibe that I want to share. There
are hundreds of photographers, and you have to
take unique shots.

What kind of impact do you want your images
to have on the viewers of today?

A positive, peaceful and true vision. You can see
through my grandmother’s hands that she’s worked

After all the pain and the damage caused by the

everyday of her life! You can see through my cousin’s

Fashion can also represent a big trap when you’re

terrorism, I would love to make people (Europeans

posture that he wants to leave there! And you can

a photographer. I see photography more as an

or those of the Occidental cultures) understand that

see how they are surviving the crisis by staying

art, and not as a medium to promote a brand or

the Tunisian people are really suffering from the

united, loving each other and being respectful and

a magazine’s vision. The work of a photographer

current situation. They’re in such a huge economical

grateful to their traditions and culture.

have to exist outside of the press and the different

crisis and the new generation feel trapped there.

What do you think of the “Occidental way of

Your photographs and thoughts on Tunisia were

thinking” impacting a culture that is not originally

media using it.
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crisis, it’s greater.		

Text: Eugenie Kang

generation in Tunisia that I saw 5 years ago. I was

A better way to know yourself.

Photo: Private

What is photography for you?

ines manai

I completely learned and explored photography

included in an article on online Vogue which

by being a contributor for Purple. And after a year

could be seen as quite a contrast from your

of the west?
I think it’s not necessarily a bad impact. In this

of working for them, I was totally formatted. I was

works in fashion. How do you see them? Are they

case, we can’t say whether it’s black or white.

doing fashion editorials without them asking me

of different genres or do they stretch into one

There’re shades in-between.

first if I really wanted to do that. A few months later,

another?

I was using this term to talk about a generation

I understood that I wanted to escape the “Purple

Yes, of course. It illustrates my binary way of

who’s adapting their lifestyle between tradition/

label” that people have put on me in the industry

working: I’m a contributor and an author. Fashion

cultural heritage and globalization and social

just because I was working with them. I was more

is what I’m asked to do and of course, I enjoy it;

media. An Arab teenager have to make choices

in a system where fashion photography was seen

it’s a funny and scandalous world, but it’s too

and concessions, and choose their own settings

as a product or a service. Now, I’m more positioned

refrained by economic constraints and advertising.

to pursue their lives by accepting themselves and

as an “author”, and fashion [is more like] a tool to

My contributor work is too very personal because

being comfortable with their environment. I think

emphasize or to support a statement.

I’m very free in what I do, I’m always experimenting

this is a necessary step for everyone. I think that

Not only are you doing fashion photography, you

new things, but I don’t necessarily choose what I

when you’re a Muslim, it takes a lot of time to live

also have your hands in travel photography. Are

shoot - whereas in my author practice, I can start

your religion fully as you are expected to do. But

these two the genres you are keen on exploring,

to develop on personal problematics and try to

to also live your life, enjoy it and do the kind of

or are there more?

redefine the perception that we can have about

work that you crave to do. It’s a process that needs

I would say more documentary than travel but

the Oriental community, cultural miscegenation

a lot of time. It crosses the winding path of self-

yes, I’m exploring every kind of genres, I’m not

and traditions. I choose the set, the light, the

acceptance - it needs you to accept where you’re

limited in what I do. The interesting thing is that

people, but most importantly I can create a real

from - but also question if you’re willing to fully live

fashion and documentary give me the opportunity

impact. When you take fashion photography,

the religion or take it as a cultural and spiritual

to develop portrait, still life, landscapes and some

it’s hard to dissociate yourself from the crowd of

heritage.				

“scene de genre”.

photographers in the market. But when you take

What does it mean to make a mark in history?

How does it feel whenever you return to Tunisia?

a personal initiative to illustrate a society that no

It means that you have to contribute to an

I was craving to meet a new crazy and iconoclastic

one else can represent in this present context of

evolution, a change.
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The broad range of mastery skills that Julian incorporates into his work is among the features which make
him the champion of introducing alternative expression and an outsider perspective to the top of pop
culture machinery. We talked to him about his view on the sources of sincerity within the fashion industry.

narrative of a young woman who immigrates to the

What’s the process behind making your films?

US shortly after World War II, and her assimilation

Is the feeling of a spontaneous creation, a

into America. What the story is supposed to explore

constructed image or a genuine improvisation?

is the experience of displacement or loneliness – it’s

Is that a shift you’ve made consciously?
My personal relationship with the world is through
intense connections with objects. I have a bunch

I used to feel it is really hard for me to

about anyone’s experience trying to assimilate into

of books that mean the same as friends - the way

communicate with people, not through my work, but

a culture, to find inner peace and comfort, to find

they function is equal to having a relationship

actually talking to people. For me, it felt really really

meaningful community and relationships; which a

with someone. Obviously they’re all different, but

difficult… sometimes it still does. So I developed

lot of people are struggling with right now, myself

this relationship to objects is one that interests

[a discipline that] in a way I became more

included. So this part explores sadness.

me to explore. It also feels very honest as I have

introverted, but really good at watching people and

Then the part about beauty is the story of her

a hard time communicating with people directly

observing people, and identifying things that made

two daughters by having these polar experiences

through my words, but I can do so more freely

connections with them from a distance. So when I

in the wake of her toil. You see simultaneously

through art. A lot of what I do is a translation of:

started filming, it naturally developed. When you’re

the hardships and struggles with the joy and

‘Here’s a feeling I have - what’s the best way to

[at a point of] creating from an emotional place

fruits of those experiences. They’re all also colour

communicate this? [What’s] the thing I can turn

versus constructing something, you know it will

coordinated, so aesthetically these two serve as

this feeling or concept into?’ One nice thing about

show in the result. I feel more comfortable watching

both the colour juxtapositions and the narrative

materials is to be able to touch and see what it

people whilst trying to stay as close to real life as

juxtaposition. On the whole, this film explores the

feels like: not as an emotion, but as an object. So

possible because I think real life is both beautiful

simultaneous dynamics of sadness and beauty.

it’s been a very big theme, and it also helps make

and difficult. This way you can identify something

This issue’s theme is RECYCLE - what do you

sense of the world a little bit. Right now I feel very

totally normal that everyone can experience and

think of recycling old themes? For example,

lost honestly, and usually through creating I can

show its beauty... I look for the moments that feel

archetypes of beauty and sadness?

find myself again.

beautiful and make me feel connected. To simplify,

I think that’s important. I don’t know much about

Do you think this kind of sincere expression can

in fashion films, there’re usually a lot of details with

art history, but from what I know, there’re common

overcome the trend of shallow aesthetisation?

the hands and the fabric, where I’m like ‘oh, I’ve

themes that are recycled through time with very

Can visceral expression have a lasting impact on

felt that kind of cotton, I like people’s hands too,

few exceptions. The human condition - all these

brands that you work with?

and most people like hands’, so that’s a moment

things that everyone experiences, a set of emotions,

I hope so! The first thing you need is people who

of community. All these basic elements that are of

common experiences, the culture in general - some

are inspired, and people who can identify their

gut instinct, I try to put on display. My process is

common denominator of wanting to be better, to be

intentions. I think that’s where the big disconnect

through a bunch of screens, colours and motions.

a hero, experiences of loss and confusion. It’s about

is right now. When the end goal is just to become

But right now in my artistic life, I feel there’s a

taking old archetype or feeling, and translating it

famous or to get personal attention, it doesn’t serve

shift where I want to try to do something that is

to a meaningful form for 2017. A lot of problems

a useful or helpful function. A way to combat that

constructed and directed, which is the short film

we deal with are the same problems we’ve always

is [by having] people who step back, look at the

I’m working on now. [It’s a way] to learn about the

dealt with - our technologies and our perception

world around them, and go ‘so that’s where the

other side, so I can grow.

of the world have evolved, so how we convey old

disconnection is. Now my intention is to make good
artwork, good clothing or good music: A work that
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What can you tell us about the film you’re

Text: Tosia Leniarska

We have a lot of people who lack self-discipline.

Photo: Michael Cukr

It seems like some of your recent works start to
engage the materiality and physicality of objects.

julian klincewicz

values or morals would change also.

working on?

only I can make, that can function as a mirror or

I’m working on a script. It’s an exploration of

a communication device for the greater breadth

beauty and sadness, which I think are the two

of culture.’ A work that is meaningful and of a true

fundamental emotions that art should embody

expression, one that can help other people, and of

and that life embodies. If you look at a beautiful

saying something honest, and maybe challenging

painting, it’s so beautiful it almost hurts you; you see

the world of its present-day state.

people crying in museums. This “thing” has moved

A lot of times, I feel that sincerity is perceived as

them so much because it speaks with a greater

un-cool, but it’s actually what everyone wants from

dynamic and duality of humanity. I knew I would

each other. It’s tricky and hard to get the impact

like to make a short film, and believe to be really

or the immediacy that we’re used to [in sincerity].

good, powerful, the kind that art embodies – the

These old values take a lot of time, self-discipline,

duality of life, the relationship between chaos and

practice and patience. I think people are very

control, beauty and sadness in the same breath.

impatient now, which is where the challenge is.

So starting there, I’ve slowly been building up a
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The creative outlets for Kamohelo Khoaripe are many - the most current being a part of the Stockholmbased Off the Meds; a group of four doing experimental electronic/house music in which he’s chanting in
five different languages derived from South Africa - where he’s also from.

super weird. But [it has made me] open up more
really. I can do shit that I never knew I could do. I
think I’ve gotten more self-confident.

I see it in everyday life. Us having this conversation

expect artists, or whatever, creatives, to do the

here is something I could write about in a song.

same work they did when they started.

Me being up for 20 hours at a rave, that could be

I’m thinking it’s because they’ve created this

a reference for a song. Just stupid conversations

“brand”, you know? And a brand is supposed

that I have with friends, everyday life conversations.

How are the two DJ aliases you use, Michael

to have a very distinct persona to it. Once it’s

Dangerous and Michel Diva, different from each

starting to become something else, it’s considered

other?

a betrayal to what it used to be.

How did you arrive at chanting? Did you try
singing before, did you try rapping?
Not really. I was at an after party, drunk, with

Michael Dangerous doesn’t want to be seen. He’s

That’s the problem with people, if you have fans

one of the guys from Off the Meds - and we’re at

gonna do his thing, then go back home and just

- I don’t know if I have fans, I have people that like

his friend’s studio. And one of the friends says “Yo,

watch kung-fu movies and try train his kung-fu.

my music - but if I change it’s because I’m into

we want to make Kamo a superstar”. I just went

Michel Diva wants to be seen. He wants to be the

something else. Maybe I’ve started listening to

into the studio, and was like, I’m just gonna chant.

main focus.

Japanese fucking kid songs, then I’m like cool, I

What influenced you to do so?

Do you think it’s easier to say, and consider

want to do kid songs, in my language, but sounding

I don’t know... The alcohol that day?

yourself, a DJ or an artist if you’re going by a

Japanese. I’m doing it for me. I know there’re people

- No, but we grew up singing chants. Football

different name, a different persona?

listening, but firstly people should understand that

players, before you go into a soccer match, you

it’s my fucking work, and I’m sharing it.

chant. It’s an energy booster. It gives you confidence

Yeah but I don’t really put DJ in front of my name.
I just say Michael Dangerous. I don’t walk around

Do you feel like there’re expectations on you?

about whatever you’re going to do. When the crowd

and say hey I’m a DJ. I say “Yeah, I’ve DJ’ed”.

Yeah. Fucking high expectations. Because people

is chanting for you, you’re like “Oh shit, I need to

Do you identify with any artistic labels?

are like “this sounds good!”, then you do the next

do good”. I was just chanting in the studio for my
friends who were having fun in the studio.

Of course, I’m a creative. Do I consider myself an

song and the [response is] that the first one was

artist? Yeah, right now, yeah, because I’m being

better. I’m not on the first one though I’m on the

interviewed.

second one. I’m on a different lane now.

When you’ve done other stuff like styling, or
photography, or shooting music videos, do you

In your work, do you ever look back at what
you’ve done?

see a red thread throughout these mediums? Do

Yeah - my work actually is referencing each other

you feel like there is one specific aesthetic in them

in a way, there’s a link; in one song there’s a vodka

that you’ve created?

line, then in the other one I say fuck the vodka,

[For me] it’s just been about connecting the dots.

or fuck the lime just drink the vodka. Then the

There’s one big picture, then I’ve been connecting

other one is yeah the vodka and lime are shit.

the dots to finish the image. Do you remember one

Just have fun.

of those drawings where you’ve got to follow the

- It’s like a series of work. Basically, if you’re gonna

dots and then it becomes an elephant? It’s like one

do, say, a photo series, there’s gonna be one thing

of those and I just keep on going.

that’s linked in the photos. A dot. In one photo

Is that how you look at your work?

the subject’s wearing red clothes, then in the next

That’s how I look at my fucking journey. I don’t

photo there’s a red car passing, next photo the sky

know what’s next; I can see the numbers, but I don’t

is red, next photo someone’s bleeding. The red is

know what’s gonna happen. But I’ll probably say

what links the whole series together.

something else if you ask me in two weeks time.
Always changing, is it something you think is
important as an artist?
I think it’s really hard for artists [to be changing],
because I always read weird shit about it. Like two
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around you? Where does the lyrics come from?

shit as when he was 18. I don’t know why people

Do you care about creating a legacy?
Because of all these changes, maybe I do not
care about it too much. If people react to it in a
way that it has to be... Like I have to stick to one,
maybe I’ll try it and see how it goes.

days ago on Facebook, this kid that I know was

Maybe with the group, [creating a legacy] would

saying that he didn’t think Tyler, The Creator can

be fucking cool. But not alone. I don’t want to take

rap, so I asked him why, and he said “Goblin was

all the credit. I don’t want to be famous. It’s one of

the best, because then he was rapping” - yeah, but

my biggest fears.			

he’s a human being. He’s growing. He doesn’t want

Text: Felicia Granath

I’m really shy, so being the face of the band is

to stick to the same shit. He’s not doing the same

Photo: Laris Rasidovic

Which part of yourself do you get to explore
through music?

kamohelo khoaripe

Where do you see the music you’re making
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Karim Boumjimar is the talent behind @beigetype, an ever-changing cluster of aggressive Photoshop
dysmorphing, self-righteous emotional rants and satirically exploiting internet culture. The Beigetype
persona is a performance, sometimes unsettling - always intriguing.

these norms reflects independent thinking, and

get free drinks some nights which really doesn’t

acceptance into groups of similar minded people,

What’s your creative process of coming up with

contribute anything to me besides getting drunk

as these days in our so called “weird queer circles”

content? 			

and occasionally being told how amazing I am

the more extravagant you are the more social

Personally my process consists of simply being

at what I do. This just puts me back into a neutral

capital you have.

inspired by everyday things, such as fresh food

place as I am aware of my own capabilities and

You could say you enable people to gain social

markets and public spaces that tend to have lots

skills. My critical and judgmental mindset is always

capital by repeating your ideas. Do you think that

of waste products.

at the back of my mind waiting for me to fail, but I

sort of recycling individuality is inherently bad?
What if they credit you?

Recently I’ve been looking a lot into animals,

prove myself wrong all the time. Besides that, my

as I have been shaping images of my own body

social presence allows me to meet and discover

If credited, then I guess that’s amazing, but seeing

to achieve a beastly appearance and further

new people all the time, which is how all of my best

how my art being repeatedly plagiarised really

explore their distinct relationship with humans

friendships have started – it takes a follow back

hurts because my art is an extension of myself.

in interactions, and how it impacts the human

which kinds of translates to ‘yeah, I fuck with you’.

Besides this, its impact on me varies depending on

experience. But some days I get inspiration from

Other times I have realised that we are often forced

the quality of the copy, but so far I haven’t been

watching Little Britain episodes over and over on

to follow back just because we’ve met them once,

lucky enough to come across someone who has

Netflix, and the art section on Pornhub.

without even liking their stuff. I often connect with

copied and done better than me. That’s because

people in real life more often than online, because

people copy besides aiming to take my ideas

there’s a huge difference between how people act,

forward, which is kind of sad. Sometimes YouTube

and [how they] want to be perceived online and

acapella covers become more famous than the

in real life. And for that, I am a great example.

finished song. What I’m trying to say is that making

Are you ever inspired by people themselves, or
just their residue?			
I see myself and others as onions - there’re simply
too many farmers growing too many similar onions
at the same seasons of the year. After they’ve been
collected and brought to your house all layers

is your role in today’s media?

a copy of something that becomes better than the
original idea is achievable, and when this happens

affect you the same way, they make you cry whilst

I am an inventor, I have been developing my own

unlayering them, these layers are unnecessary. I’ve

techniques online since 1998. My online influence;

come to conclusion that the inspiration comes from

whether I have 3 followers or 30,000, my presence

the crying part; where people are unlayering me

is always prominent. My dishonest take on media

I’m in the process of starting my own farm, as I

whilst crying because it triggers lots of feelings in

plays with the idea of the truth and subverts the

want to raise cows, horses and donkeys alongside

them that I later use in my work (or the other way

gaze of consumers of internet culture whereby

with releasing Beigetype merchandise under my

around). I like to evoke emotions in people, and

false depictions of the self become more and more

new agency Tennnn sometime soon, and improving

play with their characters just to see how tangible

difficult to distinguish from the real.

my performance skills alongside with perfecting

people can be. But it’s not so much about people

How do you predict the future of media, social

crying or not, it also comes down with what I think

or otherwise? In what way are you going to adapt?

of them, and how malleable each individual is.
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“I invented dishonest media” - what do you think

I support it 100%.
What are some other projects that you haven’t
had a chance to realize yet?

my own drawing capabilities.

Just like the process of evolution, Beigetype

What’s the relation between Beigetype and

will constantly show up on your Explorer page in

your life offline? What would you consider your

different versions. As you can still see the elements

“real life”?

of the first cells in present day humans, you will

Beigetype online is simply a fictional character

still be able to see the influence of Beigetype in

who is a gender-fluid, race-fluid and age-fluid

future art on the internet, whether you see someone

mother of three. The relationship between Karim

photoshopping their nipples or altering their bodies

Boumjimar and Beigetype is solely based on the

with some cheap photoshop you can still see the

internet, meaning that is only a 2D representation

impact of Beigetype someway somehow whether

of some parts of my life that I curated specifically

you recognise explicitly.

in response to the current internet culture. I have

Are insecurities of the present day that hook

been making different accounts where I express

people on to your content? Can you identify them?

facets of my everyday life, @cumcow shows the

Are they time-specific?

soft and pure side of me whereas @beigetype has

In the West, we are often socialised to believe

been an extension of a distorted part of my psyche.

that individuality is a negative thing. Any sort of

Is your social media presence a therapeutic

deviation from the norm so often leaves people

process for you? How does it affect you?

Text: Tosia Leniarska

My social presence in real life has helped me to

My lips are sealed and my face is a mask.

Photo: Karim Boumjimar x Oliver Bizhan Azarmi

Is Beigetype an art or satire project?

karim boumjimar

othered or considered strange. Breaking free from
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Paul Nouvet is an Avant-garde singer-songwriter bringing a crude, one of a kind sound to the scene.
Already recognised by various media outlets and high fashion brands, the Paris-based act is the one
you’d want to be familiar with.

something we share and it’s priceless for me. I

a few videos that will be released pretty soon. And

like to talk to them, I am no rockstar or diva, I like

I was raised by parents who were into New wave,

later on, a short documentary that I am currently

things true.

Post-punk, and Alternative rock music. At home or

shooting. I also play a lot for secret underground

in the car, we would listen to Talking heads, Gang

parties in Vienna, but social medias are forbidden,

of Four, Devo, Big Soul, Patti Smith, David Bowie

so I would get to know about it one hour before it

and a few French artists like Gainsbourg, Bashung,

starts, it usually gets a bit messy.

Mickey 3D, Dominique A, Bertrand Belin. When
I was around 10, I really went into US Hip-hop

enjoy spending your spare time on?

Do you believe that social media is a useful tool
when it comes to reaching different audiences?
Yes, although I don’t like it too much. It takes a
lot of time.
Would you say you have a niche following?
Yes, I think I would say so.

Well… If I have any spare time I skateboard, read,

Our theme for this issue is recycle; how do you

the internet and writing my own lyrics over it. We

watch old movies, take care of my dog and try to

think young creatives can take inspiration from

would clash, my friends and I, in this African area

keep my place clean; I try to be a good person, a

older aesthetics and make it their own?

I grew up in. I was playing a lot of Grand Theft

friend. But I must be like everyone my age. Although

It is happening, we, young creative people seem

Auto, actually discovered a lot of ‘80s and ‘90s

I just don’t have a particular routine even when I

to be creating something that is mostly the addition

American music in this way.

have to work as a roadie to make money, I leave

of influences throughout history and personal

my days and nights open to any opportunities.

experiences.

and Rap music. I was stealing instrumentals from

When I turned 13, I started to play the guitar
under the influence of my Norwegian family, from
Nesodden. I really liked the simplicity and stripped

Has the Parisian scene influenced you artistically
in any way? Which scene do you belong to?

What is your opinion on originality in art? Where
do you draw the line?

down performance. It was immediately after dinner

I have never, and still don’t belong to any scene.

For me, the line is once again honesty. A work

that everyone was just pulling out acoustic guitars

My goal is to create one here in Vienna; live bands

that is made in a devoted and sincere way is I think

and singing by the fire. Then I met Peter Doherty,

making soulful music, some sort of movement

always unique, original and worth considering.

we stayed very close for a year, both living in Paris

toward a more humble and crafted pop music.

and it turned my world upside down. From then
on, Peter showed me how to “songwrite” and just

How do you think an artist’s background shapes
their work?

let go, dive into the melodies, and he pushed me

Unconsciously.

to sing. Then we decided I would open for him at

Do you have any specific cities you want to visit

some solo shows and and with his bands when

next for a gig?

they were playing in France. That’s when music

I would really love to be booked to play in Berlin,

went from being just a hobby to being something

Amsterdam, Madrid, Copenhagen, Stockholm,

more deep and professional as well.

Oslo, Dublin, London, Brighton and Paris. That

After the intense year, I moved into my own place,

would be sick.

and started to get into all type of music. I am

What do you like to wear on a typical day? Is it

always on the look out for musical discoveries.

imperative that your fashion and music correlate

Today I think my music might be influenced by

in any way?

those musicians and much more.
What’s your preferred medium for people to
listen to your music? Through gigs or records?
Through gigs. I like the physicality of it, its intensity
and fun!
Is there anything specific you want people to
get out of your art?

I have a casual skateboarder street style, but I
guess with a nonchalant French twist to it… No, it
is not important that any fashion correlates in any
way to music. It would be great to sometimes try to
dissociate music and fashion. Anyway, I think true
style and elegance emanates from a kind of honesty
in what you are wearing. If you wear something to

I would feel really glad if I could offer young

look like someone else, it’s immediately gonna look

people different perspectives on what they could

cheap or off. However, if you tell yourself “fuck it, I am

do with their lives. Also a new flavour, music wise.

gonna grab this because today I feel comfortable

I would like to build something very human and

and cool with that shit”, then you are getting closer

interesting.

to an authentic style.

Do you have any shows/releases lined up in the
near future?
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Aside from playing/making music, what do you

I am currently mastering my debut album. I hope

Text: John Park

to release it by the end of September. There’re also

Photo: Private

When did you first start showing interest for
making music?

paul nouvet

How do you connect with your fans? Do think active
engagement with them is important?
Any fan is like a friend for me. It means we have
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When I first looked through the feed of Pierre-Louis (@pierlouis7) I didn’t understand what his work really
was about - like Alessandro Michele, all I saw was the aesthetics. A shallow interpretation I realised and
became curious to know more. Here is an intro to the thoughts behind it.

should still condemn in a respectful manner when

in your work and the specific aesthetics that you’ve

the same concept is re-used and the end result

able to show it to them, how would you describe

created are given a different meaning when they

end up being too similar. Or if that is the case then

it? What do you say you do?

post it, or does it stay the same, only posted under

proper credits should be given. If I say that, it is

a different name?

because it is always sad when a concept or design

I would probably tell them that I try to use
concepts that are very human, and try to challenge

To me that was a typical case of appropriation.

is taken from someone with a smaller platform and

They took the work and completely erased the

then re-used by a big company who will then make

Do you have an idea or a way of thinking that

meaning behind it. You know when Alessandro

money out of it.		

you try to recycle into the majority of your works?

Michele did that rushed up Business of Fashion

[...] That said, echoing the work of previous artists,

Yeah, I kind of always try to find an idea or a

interview to deny everything, he said himself, and

designers et cetera is perfectly right if it is done

representation that everyone assume is true and

those were his exact words: “It’s a very simple

the right way. By that I mean giving proper credits.

considered a part of basic common knowledge,

language for a kid to translate as an alien ... I grew

That is basically how designing works. Fashion for

and show that we are always wrong.

up with this kind of thing.”. His aliens might be the

instance has always drawn inspiration from arts and

them, to present them in a grotesque manner.

It is like how psychedelic drugs work in some ways.

thinking of a kid, but in my work I’m trying to go

cultures, being problematic sometimes- we have

They deconstruct established thinking patterns and

further than their looks and explore the concepts

to acknowledge that.			

show you how far you are to understand things,

of queerness and identity, which are very important

I think it is better to be fully transparent about

yet they don’t give you the answers. I don’t claim

ideas, especially in these times. So, no, in the end

source materials; otherwise, people will call you

to know the answers to the questions I try to raise.

their work and mine had totally different meanings.

out, and the reaction will be negative. If you’re

Standing up for your work against such a big

not willing to be transparent, you’re creating you

In my opinion, there’s rarely just one answer to any
question. It is a bit alienating!
Inevitably, a relevant topic that I’d like to address
is the situation you’ve had with Gucci. Would you
like to explain it in your own words?

company and authority in fashion like Gucci, what
did you learn about yourself? Like how you coped
with the situation.

own bad press.
What are some opportunities that have surfaced
for you from this incident?

I learned to be more skeptical about what I see

I had requests from magazines whose publications

My side of the story is that I didn’t discover

on medias, to question every information I have

I love, who wanted to feature my work, which I am

what Gucci did myself. A friend of mine sent me

access to; research it and make sure I make my

very humbled and thankful for. I also received

a link to their Instagram posts and as soon as I

own opinion. It is very important to program our

support and collaboration offers from other young

saw it I recognized my work in it. I was hurt, not

minds or it will be programmed for us.

amazing creatives, this is really exciting for me, and

gonna lie. Disappointed as well. Then more friends

I am more secretive about what I do now, I’m a

noticed and started to take over Gucci’s Instagram

very small creative, not a big corporation obviously,

comments section, telling them to credit me. A

but after this whole situation I realized it doesn’t

few hours later, big magazines started to promote

mean my work is less valuable, at all.

hopefully I will learn a lot from them. In my opinion,
that is a very positive outcome.
In retrospective, what are your feelings towards
this? Would you rather it hadn’t happened?

the [Gucci] campaign and it got me really angry.

Has the way you relate to inspiration changed

Not in a single way because it opened my eyes

What was your original idea behind distorting

post-Gucci? I’m referring to the ethical aspects

to a lot of things. It sounds selfish that this had to

these runway pictures with alien characters placed

in particular, and the often thin line between

happen to me personally in order for me to feel

over the models’ faces?

inspiration and plagiarism.

engaged with these issues Therefore I am glad it

The aesthetics that Gucci has been confronted

I definitely learnt from it and have a more critical

with having stolen for their A/W 2017 campaign’s

approach to ownership over my work. It is really

video series.

important to quote your references, and I was doing

The first thing I always want to say when speaking

it before, but I am even more cautious about it now.

about aliens/creatures is how it is not that much

Do you think there are any problematic aspects

about their appearance but the concept behind

in ownership of creative contents? Like how

it. They don’t come with the notions of race and

reproduction, reproducing, is considered taboo

genders. They are a good illustration of what it

in creative spaces, and that original ideas are

means to be “othered”. It is about the politics of

valued more than recycled?

identity and by turning the models into alien-like
creatures on my pictures, it is a way to queer
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Text: Felicia Granath

Gucci, versus your own? Do you think the symbolism

Photo: Ines Manai

When talking about your work with someone
who hasn’t seen it before, and you wouldn’t be

pierre-louis auvray

happened at an early stage. Now I can focus on
doing things the right way.

[Yes], another thing I learned is there is no
ownership over concepts. It’s something I wasn’t

them.

really aware of. I think it is fine because then it would

Have you thought about what your aesthetics

be almost impossible to come up with something

represent when put into a context developed by

completely new at this point. However, I think we
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Sabah Iqbal’s design can best be described as storytelling- the narrative being her own, as well as one of
people close to her which she borrows to sew together incredible pieces. Some central themes of these
garments are identity, love, religion; all coming through in a detailed manner.

My designs don’t have a specific clientele- if it

first project at CSM which was the White Project.

reaches you and you can relate to it then it’s for

A year before [enrolling at Central Saint

- My White Project was based on how love is

you. Some people think clothes are just “clothes”,

Martins] I applied for universities such as CSM

seen as a sin and crime in Islam or the society. It

but they have a background and a story to tell.

and Westminster, but I didn’t get a place, so I

is forbidden to be in love with someone who is not

Sometimes clothes have the power to pass on a

thought maybe I just need a gap year to think

from the same country as you or is not a Muslim.

message better than words- it has its own voice.

things over. Within the gap year period I interned

Women and men who commit such crimes are killed

Studying at CSM has made me realise as a designer

with a few designers to gain an insight of the reality

in honor to gain the respect of their families. I chose

we need to be aware that there’s a concept as well

of the fashion industry and if it really was for me.

to focus on a girl called Heer (meaning diamond)

as the presence of the clothes themselves. And how

Working closely with the design teams and creating

who was in love with Ranjah (meaning mad man).

important it is to express the unison of those two

next seasons collections made me realise it was

Heer was from a very wealthy and well respected

something I definitely wanted to do. Interview

Muslim family in Punjab, and Ranjah was from a

dates were fast approaching, and I didn’t have a

lower class family that was Hindu. Their love for

portfolio, so I had to juggle being at an internship

each other was so deep that they worshipped each

Whenever I design and create clothes, I never

and creating a portfolio without the help of a

other, but they were unable to be together which

ever really think of my ideal customer until the

tutor guiding me… Was what brought me to CSM.

caused great pain to her. Heer elopes and tells

final stages, that’s when I imagine my model and

What is fashion to you?

people to pray for her as she prays for herself; to

how the garment will be styled. Choosing a model

Fashion for me isn’t about the mere garments

fight for the love that is pure and without borders...

shouldn’t just be about a pretty face, it should be

we wear that cover our body. Fashion is more

The prayer mat that attaches to her white dress

the aesthetics, the story she carries, what image she

important than that. Maybe because I’m a Muslim

represents a recreated Islamic prayer mat. It has an

holds... [For me,] it’s really important to be precise.

girl studying fashion? To me it’s deeper, it’s about

all-white embroidery of an Urdu love poem about

I’ve learned that deep down I am expressing my

how a garment can make an individual feel and

how love is something that God justified before,

ultimate ego and that I design for women like

where it can take them.

man and that love is purified. The concept was

myself.

- It makes a big difference where you come from

that Heer wanted to spread the message of love

and what fashion is seen as in your culture/religion.

being equal and that she was able to detach this

In Islam fashion isn’t something that is big unless

prayer mat off and pray on it herself.

Who do you design for? Could you describe the
person you imagine while creating?

What is something reoccurring that you have
in mind when designing?
The only reoccurring thing I have in my mind

- My sister ran away and got married, so this

is the way I automatically think about my roots,

would invest a career in fashion because that’s

project was emotional but enjoyable as I was able

where I come from and who I am. Whenever I

not really seen as an appropriate career in the

to express the difficulties that were created in our

have a project I automatically link it to me- I get

cultural background I grew up in. That’s why I have

family because of innocent love.

an emotion that connects to the ground of the

you want but you can’t have.
To you, what’s the main difference between
fashion and style, in clothing?
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aspects within the creative industry.

it’s just modest clothing. I never ideally thought I

a deeper relation to fashion… It’s like something

Would you agree that clothing is a way of selfexpression? In what ways is it not?

project and pulls me all the way through. The East
and West idea is reoccurring and challenging and

I strongly agree that clothing is a way of self-

difficult- I don’t want people to look at my clothes

expression even to those who don’t really put

and go “Oh we’ve seen that” or “We’ve heard that”.

The main difference between fashion and style is

an effort into what they wear. Clothes are like a

I am British Pakistani and I’ve been raised up with

that fashion is more about what’s in trend and what

uniform, it doesn’t matter what you wear or how

seeing both worlds. That perspective is deeper and

is trendy at the moment, whereas style is about

you wear it for it has the power to label or tag you

wider because it’s not just cultures, it’s what I’ve

what is unique about what someone is wearing.

to a notion. Such as when someone is just wearing

seen with my own eyes, how I recreate that and

Style goes beyond barriers, it has no limits and

a plain shirt or trousers that person isn’t expressing

how I show that to others.

has no rules. Styling doesn’t have to be the latest

much, but it’s reflecting their lifestyle. A uniform can

To me, with every project I do, I generate an

Gucci collection, it could literally be your granddad’s

restrain one from being able to express who they

emotion for it originating from how I look at

jumper that does the job. Do you get me?

are or how they feel. I strongly believe that clothes

something different and maybe relook into

What do you incarnate that goes beyond

have the power to reflect your lifestyle and maybe

something I’ve experienced. Without my self-

aesthetics in your design? What ideas do you

yourself? Reminds me of the quote: “a messy room

awareness of my identity, I wouldn’t be able to be

want to implement?

is a messy mind”.

who I am today. My identity, my religion, my beliefs

What goes beyond aesthetics in my designs are

What do you want your design to be for others?

really the way I approach a brief with a personal

Ideally I want my design to speak to others and

connection [...] I am really attached to the idea of

make others feel like they understand my work and

clothing having a meaning and a relation with the

that they connect and understand my designs.

Text: Felica Granath

person who wears it. I explored this through my

Photo: Nicole Ngai

What made you decide on Central Saint Martins
(CSM)?

sabah iqbal

make me who I am.
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Shana Sadeghi-Ray is a multimedia artist. A sports journalist. A zine maker. Creator of collages; an outlet
for re-subjection of potentially mundane and overlooked objects.
We talked to the artist to see what lies behind her thought process.

to commonly overlooked objects or experience it in

out and about is a necessary component to my

a new way. I like to play with color and texture of

by worship?

practice. I get a lot of ideas talking with friends or

both components of the collage. Though appearing

wandering the city.

simple, it takes many hours to place items together

I believe the concept of worship and idolization
unifies the human race. This goes beyond religion.

Along with your various virtual presence ranging

You can worship objects, celebrities, political figures,

from Instagram, website, SMH Girls. A vast sum of

Do you see it as using pre-existing works or do

animals, brands, the deceased, etc.

your works are of physical matters. What is your

you see it as creating a whole new work from

view on digital and physical presence?

scratch?

What do you worship?
Upon a recent trip to see my parents, I discussed

Most only get to see the digital version of one’s

I feel like the photos and images I use are

works, due to lack proximity. To be in the physical

equivalent to paint or clay. They’re how I create a

did not raise me with a religion (both are Muslim,

presence of the work itself is a whole other

final product, different from the original contexts

my mother converted from Catholicism), though

experience. I’ve been introduced as an “Internet

of the pieces. The images would have never been

they wanted to see if I discovered it on my own.

Artist” though I feel far from it because I make

placed together in that way by anyone else, which
is how it develops its own entity.

When I was 4 years old, my father said I had

most of my work by hand without the assist of a

cut up stars, pasted them to the television and

computer. Artists t-shirts and merchandise seems

Whether it be accidental or as intended, your

seemingly began “praying” to them. I instinctively

like a common response to this digital vs. physical

works have a running theme of being accessible

felt the force of a higher power. I feel the presence

culture we live in. Making an object to be worn

whether it be in terms of creation or purchase.

of a creator, though I do not adhere to any religion.

or used, places it into the world adding another

Is ease of accessibility an important motif as an

dimension to how art is viewed.

artist?

with over the past couple of years. I was feeling

A lot of your works take form of collage, is this

Accessibility is important to me, which may be

very low, walking around New York, only to have

your preferred medium and why do you think

the reason I have strayed away from the fine art

people handing me these little prayer pamphlets,

that is?

world I thought I wanted to be a part of. Exclusivity

acknowledging that when you feel like there is no

Collage has been my primary form, though I

seems to be another way to say privileged these

one who loves you, Jesus is there with unconditional

wouldn’t say I am a fan of collage work in general.

days and I’m not about that attitude. I want my work

love. This was interesting to me, and I feel I reached

I want my collages to transmit a feeling from the

to be in circulation to those who want to access it.

a level of clarity. Religion offers hope for those who

viewer, because I felt something in its creation.

Are there any other medium you are looking to
explore?

have nothing. Believing in something higher than

Though they are simple, they take a lot of time to

oneself is enough reason to keep going, which I

select. I don’t have a favorite medium, whatever

I am interested in sports journalism. I see this as

found inspirational.

best translates my ideas, is the form it will take.

a valid form of art, specifically for the creative use

Would you like to have your works encourage

This may stem from my interdisciplinary practice.

of words. Wordplay is what really gets me excited. I

viewers to consider introducing worship into their

Where do you source materials for your collages

have a basketball blog https://shanasworld.tumblr.

lives?

from?

I would like to encourage viewers to contemplate

I started focusing on collage in 2010, the summer

whether they already practice the act of worship,

before I moved to New York. I lived in a small shack

while not being conscious of it.

on Cape Cod collecting and tearing apart hundreds

Being an artist, is there a daily routine you stick
to? Walk us through your day.
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in a way that feels right to me.

the topic of worship with my father. My parents

Religion has been a theme I have been playing

Text: Eugenie Kang

time because I understand that being social and

Photo: Tatum Mangus

“..Artist exploring the concept of worship..” reads
on your website. How did you become intrigued

shana sadeghi-ray

com/ where I review games. This may be my real
passion. I love the NBA.

of used books, all free, from the local Swap Shop.
It is hard finding books in NYC. The local thrift is

I have a day job, Monday through Friday, which

picked through, so I try to leave the city in search

takes up a lot of my time, though I do manage to

of more source material. It’s therapeutic ripping out

squeeze in moments for my own practice. I surf

the pages. I only recently started creating digital

the internet a lot, looking for inspiration and I do

collages, so most of the images you see exist as a

a lot of research. This greatly assists my practice

physical version that I’ve cut and pasted.

when I’m back in the studio. Just like my thousands

Your collages have a bold pattern of a scenery

of book and magazine cutouts, I have folders of

background with a small crop of a figurative image

digital imagery that I can use for my graphics and

whether it be Princess Diana or a piece of furniture.

zines.

What do they signify for you?

On my days off, I usually try to get more inspiration

I like to create a world within a world, which is

by going to the beach to think or check out galleries,

why the cropped image is not cut out from its

thrift and dollar stores. I am not strict about studio

original source. I want the viewer to pay attention
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Art director and photographer: Dorothy Zhang
Lighting: Jon Glendon
MUA: Teia Dumaresq
Assistant: Ryan Davis
Models: Liam Sibley, Tatendah Atugari
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Photographer: Maria Pasenau
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Model: Jacob Aars @ Heartbreak
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These artists
information and
recycle that into
either re-using preor re-capturing

source materials,
tech niq ues and
own e n t i t i e s,
existing wor ks
whole new works.

Aaron Mak
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Adriana Ramic

the mojije is individually himself that no pristine
there is little I deny that the caves.
in what I’m ing to live alone ostu million from Tojic
Come i’m alone
that is what I was I’m what is being
I become I’m who I stood alone, my I’m alone
and send us the little I did not I order you that I cam with the mojica that I had
before that I will raise and soils
Both main which is the custom
nourishing the lives of exercises which mojaji kicac and exercises
I listed beings
I’m not an ode to small
I’m half the colors being
The colors not of the foam
fuck not there is also much that is immediately ježam pizza,
world of angry there is my bay
story paints himself for I’m alone I have no us pricica mammals
and I have little to dilute it and that I
ine the cave itself
the myth of Malak storyteller
afraid it is I’m alone and become the beam
I live like that floor reception and MAŠTALICA the ground
be undermined soils position I’m
with the conditions I vaji and added to my loneliness
fell and murdering and is the wastage that tojoric
I shouldered a paintbrush.
I marvel at the colors I have
does not have the soap itself is I’m that I was
we will kill hundreds of the particles
Animals move on is because it is tojije
Letters become the dream is to negotiate
for those are secret and mine are boiling color station
Something like that is fox ears
I went out on the Mist
Set itself hedgehogs in civilization did not have my stored procedure
The disc I made an ode winds are Močići chant
udjive schematics I’m shaken
this to know what my doctrine is for us samna softened the station with I Kojic and inanimate my raise and I Flicking pozjije nice my
which are becoming pozalija I conceal it, which is the reflection
I shudder Domaji know they was from left
I’m sure I have to come as a sma soap remanded
I’m the subject has become the I spilled
I’m not mine alone
I was fast and I was in fused with
winter on himself because he himself is the ostriches firefly to us was alone
dreams to me, and I have the snacks they eat
I are the caves they eat butter alone I’m micica
Yummy both the wire on the reverse side
I’m afraid I’m not žije bnali ways I have my what kind eat any that odozicica.
ala knows I’m doscaza polymer alone
that’s what I’m I’m devices mint its eyelid
I shall wave the eyelids
Where small i stagnates
My disorder is dozijam I Toji my sham me I was alone
I’m eak and small kala I am sure I am and know I have my I I have and I’m so dumb
I neškan that I have,
Eoji to move and taking
I sing my little mojica you that I have my piss himself from there to dilute my after
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